
Some questions to think about for your Analysis Paper 
 
This is a list of some questions you might like to consider as you write your Analysis Paper. The list isn’t exhaustive. You also 
don’t need to hit every single point in here (because if you did, your paper would be huge!). You should pick and choose things that 
apply to your source article. If you see strategies used that I haven’t touched on here, feel free to use them in your analysis – this is 
just a starting point for you. 
 
Summarise the author’s argument. What controversy is the author addressing? What is her key claim? Are there 
secondary claims? (Are there unstated claims that underlie the primary claim?) What is at stake in this argument? 
Why should we, as a ‘general audience’ (or as a society), care about this controversy in general or this person’s 
argument in particular? If there are multiple authors, are there multiple viewpoints? Are the authors trying to 
make (slightly or very) different points? Do they have different intentions? 
 
Describe the rhetorical context of this text. Where was it written, published and consumed? What is its 
political and cultural context? Does it engage in a larger conversation? Who is its intended or ideal audience? 
Who is its immediate audience? What mediated audience might consume it? How does that change its 
(potential) reception? Is the audience interested in, engaged by, hostile to or educated about the controversy? 
Keep in mind that you typically have most information about the implied audience, since you have the text and 
not a direct telepathic connection to the author or access to the publisher’s records. 
 
Describe the ethos appeals apparent in the text. What can we discern about the author’s (presented) character 
in this text? What evidence does the author offer to support this self-presentation? How does that contribute to 
or undermine her rhetorical power (her convincingness)? Is this author a credible source? Can you find other 
information online to support or undermine this ethos? Does that affect the author’s credibility and, if so, how? 
Is the author speaking for someone else (for example, are they speaking on behalf of an employer)? Is someone 
else speaking for the author (for example, a politician giving a speech written by an unnamed speechwriter)? 
Does this change your take on the ethos appeals? If so, how?  
 
Describe the logos appeals presented in this text. Does the author appeal to her audience’s capacity for reason? 
Does she attempt to logically prove a point? Does the author establish causal relationships between ideas? What 
logical proofs does she present? What logical fallacies does she present? What evidence does she offer to 
support these logos-based claims? Would these claims be convincing to her ideal audience? What about her 
actual audience? Why or why not? 
 
Describe the pathos appeals made in this text. Does the author appeal to her readers’ emotions? Does she 
attempt to get them emotionally invested in one side of the argument or the other? What emotions does she 
attempt to arouse? What concepts, commonplaces or specific words does she use to do this? Would these be 
effective on her ideal audience? What about her actual audience? Why or why not? 
 
You should also think about: 

• Tone – formal or informal? Humorous or serious? 
• Language – standard or slang? Plain English or complicated? Metaphor-heavy or straightforward? 
• Sentence construction – for example, does the author use sentence structure to emphasise points, seem 

smarter, or indicate connections between ideas? 
• Jokes – is the author serious? Do they make jokes for any purpose? 
• The headline! In newspapers, this is often chosen by a sub-editor to fit the space available, but it serves 

an important rhetorical point – to make people read the article. How does the headline work in your 
source? 

• Supporting images, graphs or break-out boxes – these are part of the argument. What effect do they 
have? 


